"SHE NEVER LOOKS BACK"

CASSINGLE: "She Never Looks Back" by Doug Supernaw, Giant 17687-4  Easy
CHOREO: Kelli McChesney  Country
INTRO: Wait 34 Beats / Start with LEFT foot

PART A  (32 BEATS):
(2) "SLURS" --- DS SLUR(XIB) DS BR(UP)
  L  R  L  R
(1) "TRIPLE LOOP" --- DS DS(XIF) DS LOOP(XIB)(turn ½ right)
  L  R  L  R
(2) "BASICS" --- DS RS
  L  RL
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

CHORUS  (32 BEATS):
(1) "HEELS" --- HOP/HEEL BOUNCE HOP/HEEL BOUNCE
  L  R  BOTH  R  L  BOTH
(1) "BASKETBALL" --- STEP(FWD) PIVOT(½LEFT) DS RS
  R  BOTH  R  LR
(1) "FANCY DOUBLE" --- DS DS RS RS
  L  R  LR LR
(1) "SHAKE" --- SHAKE LEFT, LEFT, RIGHT, RIGHT
  HIPS
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

BREAK 1  (18 BEATS):
(1) "TRIPLE KICK, TRIPLE" --- DS DS DS KICK DS DS DS RS
  L  R  L  R  R  L  R  LR
(1) "CHAIN" --- DS RS RS RS  (turn 360º left)
  L  RL RL RL
(3) "BASICS"

BRIDGE  (32 BEATS):
(2) "ROCKING CHAIRS" --- DS BR(UP)(turn ¼ left) DS RS
  L  R  R  LR
(1) "JOEY" --- DS Ba(XIB) Ba Ba Ba(XIB) Ba STEP
  L  R  L  R  L  R
(1) "TRIPLE" --- DS DS DS RS
  R  L  R  LR
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT
"SHE NEVER LOOKS BACK" (CONT'D)

(1) REPEAT PART A
(2) REPEAT CHORUS

BREAK 2 (8 BEATS):
(1) "FANCY DOUBLE"
(1) "SHAKE"

ENDING (15 BEATS):
(1) "TRIPLE KICK, TRIPLE"  (turn 360º left)
(1) "CHAIN" --- DS RS STOMP(OTS)
(1) "BASIC STOMP" --- R LR L

SEQUENCE: Wait 34, A, A, CHORUS, BREAK 1, BRIDGE, A, CHORUS, CHORUS, BREAK 2, ENDING.

ABBREVIATIONS:
DS -- double step  FWD -- forward
BR -- brush  OTS -- out to side
Ba -- ball  L -- left foot
XIB -- cross in back  R -- right foot
XIF -- cross in front
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